cost ratio; cost structure; equally probability-spaced plan; equally time-spaced plan; inspection frequency; mean time to failure; percentile life; Weibull distributions ABSTRACT Reliability test plans are important for producing precise and accurate assessment of reliability characteristics. This article explores different strategies for choosing between possible inspection plans for interval-censored data given a fixed testing timeframe and budget. A new general cost structure is proposed for guiding precise quantification of total cost in inspection test plan. Multiple summaries of reliability are considered and compared as the criteria for choosing the best plans using an easily adaptable method. Different cost structures and representative true underlying reliability curves demonstrate how to assess different strategies given the logistical constraints and nature of the problem. Results show several general patterns exist across a wide variety of scenarios. Given the fixed total cost, plans that inspect more units with less frequency based on equally spaced time points are favored due to the ease of implementation and consistent good performance across a large number of case study scenarios. Plans with inspection times chosen based on equally spaced probabilities offer improved reliability estimates for the shape of the distribution, mean lifetime, and failure time for a small fraction of population only for applications with high infant mortality rates. This article uses a Monte Carlo simulation-based approach in addition to the commonly used approach based on the asymptotic variance and offers comparison and recommendation for different applications with different objectives. In addition, the article outlines a variety of different reliability metrics to use as criteria for optimization, presents a general method for evaluating different alternatives, as well as provides case study results for different common scenarios.
Introduction
Statistical analysis of reliability data is broadly used in reliability assessment. Depending on time, budget, and logistical constraints, a variety of types of data can be obtained from different test schemes. The tests are run either for a predetermined duration or end after observing a certain number of failures. For either case, if not all of the units have failed by the end of the test, then the data contain only partial information on the survived units, since it is known that the units survived until the end of the study, but not the exact failure times for those units. These data are referred to as timecensored or failure-censored data (Meeker and Escobar 1998, Ch. 3) .
Exact failure times are observed only if the test units are being monitored individually and continuously, but often this is impractical or not possible. This leads to another type of data commonly encountered in reliability analysis known as interval censored data, or also referred to as grouped data or readout data (Tobias and Trindade 2012, p. 42) . For example, when testing electronic components, continuous in situ monitoring of all test units can be too costly for many applications. Instead, the units are inspected at prescheduled time points. At each time point, all units that have survived up until the previous inspection time are examined. The number of failures is recorded and the failed units are not tested further. By conducting the inspections at only the prescheduled time points, the cost can be reduced considerably compared to continuous monitoring. However, this testing scheme only records the number of failures that occur in the time intervals between inspections, and hence there is some loss of precision about the exact failure times. For interval censored data, the failure time is only known to fall within the interval between inspection times, where it passed at the start of the interval time, but failed before the end of the interval. This article focuses on case studies for reliability test plans (Meeker and Escobar 1998, Ch. 10) for interval censored data where there is a fixed total budget constraining the testing options. Meeker (1986) compared multiple inspection schemes (including equally time spaced, equally probability spaced, equally spaced in log time, and constrained theoretical optimum) for interval censored data for Weibull underlying distributions based on evaluating the asymptotic variance of certain interesting percentile lifetime (such as 1%, 10%, and 50% life). Seo and Yum (1991) examined some theoretical and practical test plans for accelerated life test for Weibull distributions based on minimizing the asymptotic variance of certain percentile lifetime under the use condition. Shapiro and Gulati (1996) proposed a two-step monitoring system for testing mean lifetime for Exponential distributions. Kim and Yum (2000) further compared the life test plans for Exponential distributions with strategies based on controlling the producer and the consumer risks. For most of the existing work, the inspection frequency (the planned total number of inspections during the test duration for each test unit) was either pre-specified or chosen arbitrarily and the number of test units were chosen as the smallest number of units required to meet a certain standard based on either minimizing the asymptotic variance or controlling the consumer and producer risks. Considering that cost usually plays an important role in choosing life test plans in real applications, this article takes a different perspective by considering a fixed total cost as the main constraint on the test planning. Given a fixed total cost, the practitioner faces an immediate challenge of choosing between the strategies that test more units and less often versus the strategies that test fewer units and more often. We propose a new general structure (see Eq. [1] ) to quantify the total cost comprised of three major components that are commonly relevant in broad applications and explore the impacts of different cost structures associated with different types of tests. We also examine the relative size of different cost components on the estimated reliability summaries to demonstrate a different class of life test strategies that is primarily driven by the cost. The new cost quantification structure helps provide principled guidelines for the practitioners to precisely assessing the cost impact on the inspection test plan. In addition, we explore a simulation-based approach for directly assessing the empirical distribution of the reliability estimates rather than relying completely on the asymptotic assumption for studying the estimate properties. Results from both the empirical studies and the asymptotic approximations are compared and result in general recommendations for use in different applications.
Since applications have different priorities for how the reliability results will be used, we look at how the choice of reliability metric impacts the performance of potential test plans. The reliability engineer in charge of the test should decide on the implementation details of the plan: the number of test units, the overall duration of the test, as well as how often and at what times to conduct the inspections. These decisions should be made based on the goal(s) of the test and any cost or logistical constraints. Historically, some guidance on sampling plans has been given by Lavin (1946) and Goode and Kao (1960) , but we revisit this guidance to illustrate differences in performance for a variety of quantities of interest. In general, testing more units gains more information and results in more precise estimates of the reliability. Having more inspections during the course of the test reduces the uncertainty induced by censoring and hence improves the estimation. However, increasing the number of test units or the inspection frequency also increases the overall cost of the inspection plan. In circumstances with a fixed budget, the trade-off between alternatives means that we can choose to test more units less often, or fewer units more often. In addition, the timing of the inspections affects both the cost and the reliability estimates. The earlier the inspections are performed, the fewer failures are expected to be observed, which results in less information gain due to increased degree of censoring and also increases the overall cost as more units need to be inspected multiple times as they survive more inspections. Hence, with a fixed total budget, the number of test units and how often and when to inspect the units can substantially impact the quality of the estimated reliability.
In this article, we explore how different choices of the sample size and inspection timing and frequency impact the reliability assessment through a series of short case studies. Consider a case where the lifetime of a product, T , is assumed to follow a Weibull distribution, Weibull (α, β ), using the parameterization
, where α is the characteristic life or scale parameter, and β is the shape parameter (Tobias and Trindade 2012, p. 88 Tobias and Trindade 2012, p. 98) . Details of the data analysis using the MLE approach are given in the section "Reliability estimates using maximum likelihood estimation. "
One important initial aspect of setting the objectives of the test is to choose the quantitative reliability summary (or summaries) of interest. For any assumed life distribution, a variety of reliability quantities can be expressed as functions of the unknown parameters. How the results will be used can often guide which summaries are most beneficial and appropriate for the goals of the inspection. Given the estimated model parameters,α andβ, other reliability summaries are calculated as known functions of the estimated parameters and their uncertainty quantified based on asymptotic theory of MLE (see the next section for more details). The goal is to choose an inspection test plan that gives the most precise estimates of the reliability characteristics of interest. In our case study, we consider several typical reliability quantities of interest: r the Weibull parameters (the scale parameter α and the shape parameter β); r the median lifetime T 50 (the time by which half of the population is expected to fail); r the mean time to failure MT T F (the expected lifetime for all population units); r the 10 th and 1 st percentiles of lifetime, denoted as T 10 and T 1 , respectively (the time by which 10% or 1% of the population is expected to fail); and r the reliability at the end of the test R(t m ) (the probability that a test unit survives to the end of the test). Note that for different studies, not all reliability summaries above are of interest or are considered equally important. For example, in warranty studies or accelerated life test plans, early failures for a small fraction of the population under the normal use condition may be of more interest than the mean or median lifetime. For other studies with different goals, different choices of reliability quantities could also be considered. Instead of enumerating all possible reliability summaries, this article focuses on illustrating a general method for interval data test planning given cost constraints through some representative case studies. The general methodology outlined in this article for evaluating the test plan can be easily adapted for any reliability summary of interest chosen for a study.
Given a fixed overall budget, the number of units used and the number of possible tests per unit in the inspection plan is typically determined based on the associated cost. For interval censored data where the inspections are conducted at some preselected time points, there are typically three types of cost involved:
(1) the one-time cost of the initial setup for a single test unit, denoted as C unit , (2) the cost of the test setup for the overall inspection at each scheduled time points, denoted as C ts , and (3) the cost of each inspection of a test unit at each time point, denoted as C insp . Recall that units that fail at early time points are removed from testing at all subsequent inspection time points, which means that the actual exact number of inspections for each test unit is unknown before conducting the test. Hence, the cost associated with individual inspections across all test units is also unknown. However, we can calculated the expected total cost, denoted by ETC, as the sum of the three components:
where
} is the expected total number of inspections for all n test units, which is calculated based on expecting n[1 − F (t i−1 )] units to be inspected at time t i , since all units that survived the previous inspection need to be inspected at the next time point no matter if the units pass or fail the inspection. The Weibull cumulative distribution function (cdf) at ith inspection time t i , i.e., the expected proportion of failure by time t i , is given by
Note that the relative contributions of the above three cost components varies considerably for different applications. For example, for assessing the reliability of a stockpile of missiles, the cost of setting up a unit for testing initially, C unit can be negligible, while the main costs may be the test setup at each schedule time (gathering the units for testing and having the equipment set-up and available for the inspection), C ts , and the cost of individual inspections (conducting the non-destructive test of the units), C insp . However, when testing electronic components or devices, the primary costs can be generated from both the initial setup of the test equipment for each device, C unit , and the individual inspections (sending personnel to operate the test equipment and conduct the test), C insp . In this case, the fixed test setup at each inspection time, C ts , might be negligible. Given a fixed total budget, the number of units and how often they are tested are dependent on the relative size of the different costs. In our case studies, we explore the impact of different cost structures and the cost ratios between the different components on the selection of the best inspection plans. In particular, we look at two different cost structures.
( ∈ {0.1, 1, 5, 10, 25}. Small ratios correspond to a very small initial cost for setting up the test for each unit compared to an individual inspection, while the larger ratio values indicate the initial cost dominating the cost for testing each unit at multiple time points. When the initial cost per unit is relatively small, the individual inspections dominate the total cost; but if as the initial cost per unit becomes substantially larger than the individual inspection cost, then the number of units possible within budget mainly depend on the initial cost per unit, which does not change much with how often the inspections are conducted during the test. In addition to the cost structure, the shape of the underlying lifetime distribution also affects the expected total cost (ETC) and the relative performance of the test plans. If the lifetime curve starts with high reliability and drops slowly throughout the duration of the test, then fewer units are expected to fail and more total inspections (ETI) are anticipated across all test units. With a fixed total budget, fewer units can then be tested and heavier censoring at the conclusion of the inspection plan is expected. However, if the lifetime curve decreases quickly over time, then more units are likely to fail, leading to fewer inspections expected for each test unit and allowing for more initial units to be considered at the start of the test. This case can lead to improvements in the precision of estimation. Therefore, since the true underlying reliability curve is generally not precisely known at the time of planning the test, exploring different possible shapes of the reliability curve allows us to choose a test plan with robust performance for different possible underlying life distributions. We consider four different Weibull reliability curves with differently shaped hazard functions. The selected curves reflect common characteristics from our experiences with applications of real systems and products. In general, the products start with very high overall reliability, and interest in testing involves covering the early stages of their degrading reliability. Often when the units start to have reliability that drops below 50-70%, the manufacturer is less interested in characterizing their performance. Since the hazard function often varies between increasing, stable, or decreasing over time, we explore each of these scenarios. While individual testing scenarios from real examples are proprietary, the examples chosen are indicative of common problems. The overall test duration was chosen to be t m = 3000 hr to have about 40-70% censoring rate across the four cases explored. Note that this choice can be easily adapted to meet the constraints and budget for other studies. Since the scale parameter can be considered essentially as a multiplying factor on the chosen time scale, the choice of the scale parameter should not affect the relative performance of the test plans or the general conclusions. Figure 1 shows the reliability/survival functions and the hazard functions for the four Weibull distributions. Curve 1 is a Weibull(α = 6000, β = 1.4) distribution with an increasing hazard function with time. Curve 2 has a constant failure rate over time (exponential or Weibull(α = 8000, β = 1) distribution). Curve 3 is a Weibull(α = 8000, β = 0.7) distribution with has a decreasing hazard function over time. Finally Curve 4 has a sharply decreasing hazard function (Weibull(α = 4000, β = 0.3)). Note that Curves 1 and 2 have similar reliability of around 0.68 by the end of the test duration. Curve 3 has a lower reliability with R(t m ) 0.63, and Curve 4 has much lower reliability of R(t m ) 0.4 by the end of the test. The scale parameters are chosen to control the censoring rate within the test duration to be around the (1/3,2/3) window.
To explore different choices of inspection times {t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t m }, we consider two common strategies that are either probability-based or time-based (Meeker 1986 ). The probability-based strategy chooses inspection times with equally spaced reliabilities (i.e., the change of reliability between adjacent time points are approximately equal). The time-based strategy chooses equally spaced inspection times within the test duration. Note that the time-based strategy is straightforward to use regardless of the underlying true lifetime curve, while the probability-based strategy requires a good guess or estimate of reliability curve based on subject matter expertise or historical data. If the probability-based strategy shows no obvious advantage in performance, then the time-based strategy is likely a better choice because of its ease of implementation. In our case study, we compare six inspection plans with different inspection frequencies based on using both probability-based and time-based plans. For the simplicity of notation, we refer to the probability-based plans as P1, P2, and P3 with 8, 6, and 4 inspection times, respectively, and we use T1, T2, and T3 to denote the time-based plans with 8, 6, and 4 inspection times. Figure 2 shows the six inspection plans for the first Weibull distribution (Curve 1) with the top row containing the probability-based choices. Note that the probabilities between inspection points are equally spaced on the y-axis. The bottom row of Figure 2 shows the time-based choices with equal spacing on the x-axis between inspections.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In the next section, we provide more details about the planned analysis using maximum likelihood estimation and how potential quantities of interest can be estimated from the Weibull parameterization. The following section compares the different reliability estimates for the six inspection plans for different cost ratios under cost structure I (CR 1 =
C ts C insp
) for different underlying reliability curves. Then, the next section considers similar comparisons for the second cost structure
) across different cost ratios. The final section contains some conclusions and discussion.
Reliability estimates using maximum likelihood estimation (MLE)
Since interval censored data have incomplete information on the failure times of the test units in the sample, the likelihood of each observed failure is captured by the probability that the unit failed in its observed 
The MLEs of the model parameters are obtained by minimizing the negative log-likelihood
where C is a constant. A closed form analytical solution for the MLEs that minimize the negative loglikelihood is generally not available for interval censored data. Instead, a numerical search algorithm, such as the Newton-based approaches (Deuflhard 2004) , can be used to find the MLEs for α and β.
Since numerical search algorithms, especially the Newton-based approaches, can be sensitive to the initial values specified, we use a combination of reliability probability plotting and least squares estimation to provide sensible initial values to accelerate the search and avoid spurious convergence. For a Weibull distribution, we have ln(t ) = ln(α) + With the MLEs,α andβ, for the Weibull parameters, other reliability quantities of interest can be calculated that characterize specific aspects of the distribution. For example, the median lifetime, T 50 , the mean time to failure, MT T F, the 10 th and 1 st percentile of lifetime, T 10 and T 1 , and the reliability at time t m , R(t m ), can be estimated bŷ
respectively. Here,
is the Gamma function. Note, the low percentile lifetime summaries are useful for estimating the time by which a small fraction of the population units will fail. This quantification of early failure time is often of interest in reliability demonstration and assurance activities, where the impact of even a small fraction of failures is potentially of high consequence. For example, a new design can be accepted if the 10% life (by which 10% of the units fail) is expected to exceed 2,000 hr with a certain confidence level. To quantify the uncertainty of the estimated reliability quantities, the asymptotic properties of the MLEs are often used to estimate approximate confidence intervals. Let G(θ ) denote a function of the model parameters, θ , then the asymptotic variance, AV , of G(θ ) can be obtained using the Delta method (Casella and Berger 2002) as given by
[3]
In our application, we use the parameterization θ = (ln(α), 1/β ) to obtain the MLEs and the asymptotic variance ofθ can be obtained using the inverse matrix of the Hessian matrix obtained from the R output. Then the asymptotic variances ofT 50 , MT T F,T 10 ,T 1 , and R(t m ) can be obtained using the formulas in Eq. [3] . Note that the asymptotic approximation works well for large samples. For our case studies, we also examine the empirical confidence intervals obtained using the Monte Carlo method from the simulations. In the next section, we compare the relative performance of the Monte Carlo and asymptotic confidence intervals from different inspection plans.
Comparisons under cost structure I
In this section, we compare different inspection plans based on a variety of cost ratios under cost structure
), where the one-time set-up cost for each unit, C unit , is assumed to be negligible. For this problem, we assume a fixed total budget of 1,200 cost units. Note that like the scale parameters, the total cost also serves as a multiplying factor on the cost unit, and hence has little impact on the patterns of reliability performance or the general conclusions. A practitioner could easily adapt these constraints to match their problem, and the general methodology adapts easily to other fixed costs. To explore the impact of different reliability curves, we simulate M = 10, 000 data sets from each of the four reliability curves in Figure 1 , and use the methods described previously to analyze the data and obtain uncertainty summaries of the reliability quantities of interest for all combinations of the six inspection plans and five possible cost ratios, CR 1 ∈ {0.1, 1, 10, 25, 100}.
Reliability curve 1 -Weibull distribution with an increasing hazard function
Consider the Weibull(α = 6000, β = 1.4) distribution with an increasing hazard function, shown with the solid curve in Figure 1b . For a test duration of 3,000 hr, Figure 2 shows the inspection times for the six plans chosen with the probability-based (top row) or time-based (bottom row) strategy for 8, 6, or 4 inspections (left to right columns). Recall from the introduction that the probability-based plans are equally spaced on the y-axis, while the time-based plans are equally spaced on the x-axis. The time-based strategies (plans T1, T2, and T3) inspect every 375, 500, and 750 hr for a total of 8, 6, and 4 inspections, respectively. Compared to the evenly time spaced strategies, the probabilitybased strategies (plans P1, P2, and P3) tend to have longer gaps between inspections at early times (e.g., the first inspection is done around 600, 750, and 1,000 hr for 8, 6, and 4 inspections, respectively) and more frequent inspections towards the end of the test. This is because the reliability reduces more quickly for older Table  . The number of test units and the number of expected total inspections for all combinations of the six inspection plans and five cost ratios (CR 1 = C ts /C insp ) under cost structure .
Number of Units (N)
Number of Expected Total Inspections CR 1  P  P  P  T  T  T  P  P  P  T  T  T   .                                                                                                                                 ages and hence the time interval between inspections becomes shorter for equal changes in reliability.
Given the total cost of 1,200, we consider five different cost ratios where CR 1 ∈ {0.1, 1, 10, 25, 100}. By ignoring the first term in Eq.
[1] (since it is assumed to be negligible), we calculate the largest number of test units possible that stays within the total budget. Figure 3a shows a plot of the number of test units for different cost ratios. The cost ratio on the x-axis is plotted on a log scale, which allows easier interpolation between the examined cost ratios. Different inspection plans are shown with different line types and symbols. When the cost ratio is relatively small (below 1), there is hardly any difference in the number of units within a given inspection paradigm. However, as the cost ratio becomes larger, the initial sample size decreases considerably for each test plan. Comparing across the plans, there are substantial differences between different inspection frequencies. The more often we conduct the inspections, the fewer units we can afford to test. However, there are negligible differences between probability-based and time-based strategies for the same number of inspections (e.g., T1
vs. P1). Figure 3b shows the expected total number of inspections (ETI) across all individual test units for the six plans. When the cost ratio is smaller than 1, there is little difference between the ETIs for all six plans. But as the test setup cost (C ts ) becomes considerably larger than the cost for individual inspections (C insp ), fewer total units can be tested for more frequent inspection plans, as more of the budget is spent on test setup at each testing time point. The probability-based and the time-based strategies show negligible differences in terms of the ETIs. Table 1 gives the numerical values for both quantities shown in Figure 3 .
To evaluate the performance of the testing plans, we are interested in both the accuracy and precision of the estimated quantities. Hence, we compare the different test plans using the relative root of mean squared error (RMSE). Figure 4 shows this quantity for α, β, T 50 , MT T F, T 10 , T 1 , and R(t m ), and the real cost from the actual tests, summarized over the 10,000 simulations. Note that the relative RMSE reports the ratio of the RMSE and the true value, and hence provides a standardized (unitless) measurement for the overall discrepancy between the estimates and the true value measured in the squared distance across a larger number of simulations. The summary can be partitioned into components for the variance and squared bias, which quantify both precision and accuracy of the estimates. The real cost relative RMSE measures how much difference there is in the total cost of the inspection plans once the actual number of observed failures for a particular test is taken into account at each time point. Generally, the reliability estimates have increased relative RMSE for plans where more units are inspected less often. The probability-based and time-based strategies have similar performance across all reliability summaries. The real cost also has smaller relative RMSE as we inspect more units and less often. However, the probability-based strategies generally have considerably larger relative RMSE than the time-based, which indicates the time-based strategy tends to have more consistent real cost relative to the expected cost.
If we look at the reliability estimates across different cost ratios between C ts and C insp , we see that when the test setup costs no more than the individual inspections (CR 1 < 1), there are only small differences between the inspection paradigms for all summaries. As the cost ratio increases, the relative RMSE increases slowly until the test setup becomes more than 25 times the cost of individual inspections, then the relative RMSE increases more rapidly. The probabilitybased and time-based strategies still have similar performance. However, the relative RMSE inflates more quickly for plans that inspect fewer units more frequently. In contrast, the relative RMSE for real cost reduces as the cost ratio gets larger between C ts and C insp . As CR 1 approaches 100, the difference between the real costs between the 6 inspection plans decrease and results look quite similar. The corresponding numerical values of relative RMSE for all six plans with different cost ratios are shown in Table 2 . The RMSE provides a combined summary of both bias and variance of the estimates. To understand the relative contribution from the two aspects, Table A1 in the Appendix reports the fraction of variance out of the total mean squared error (MSE) across the 10,000 simulations for the 5 reliability summaries and the real cost. The variance consistently dominates the total MSE for all reliability summaries with a lowest fraction of 97.9% for all combinations of scenarios. Therefore, the estimated biases of the reliability summaries are minimal for all reliability summaries. In contrast, the variance of real cost is generally small and counts for no more than 16% of the MSE across all scenarios. The real cost is generally larger than the expected cost by 2-12% across different cost ratios and inspection plans. This indicates that the cost tend to be consistently higher than the expected cost with relatively small variability across simulations. However, the difference gets smaller for largest cost ratios since the test setup cost takes a larger proportion of the total budget and is not subject to any uncertainty. Also, the timebased strategies generally have smaller bias than the probability-based strategies. Figure 5 shows the relative width of the 95% empirical confidence interval (CI) for the reliability summaries and the real cost for all six inspection plans across different cost ratios. Again, for improved interpretability we standardize the CI width by dividing by the true value. The patterns are consistent with the relative RMSE in Figure 4 for all reliability summaries. Across all reliability summaries, the MT T F is estimated least precisely, while R(t m ) is most precisely estimated relative to its size. The main differences in the precision of the CIs are caused by the different inspection frequencies. Generally, more precise estimation (narrower CI) is obtained by inspecting more units and less often. The probability-based and the time-based strategies have similar performance. As the cost ratio increases for more expensive test setups, we gradually lose precision until the test setup becomes very expensive (more than 25 times of the cost for individual inspections) and the width of the empirical CI is substantially inflated. On the other hand, the plans that inspect fewer units more often usually have a smaller empirical CI width for real cost, which translates into Figure  . The relative width of the % empirical confidence intervals relative to the true value for the seven reliability summaries and the real cost for the six inspection plans with five cost ratios under cost structure I for Curve  with the Weibull(6000, 1.4) distribution.
smaller variation of the realized cost. This is because more frequent inspections tend to result in less variability in the number of failures observed within each time interval, and hence less variation in the realized cost. The numerical values of the relative empirical CI widths from Figure 5 are shown in Table 3 .
Note that the average empirical CI width summary in Figure 5 was based on summarizing over 10,000 simulations. An alternative summary frequently used in many real applications is the asymptotic confidence interval, which can be computed from a single set of data. Measures of uncertainty based on the width of the 95% asymptotic confidence intervals for four reliability summaries T 50 , MT T F, T 10 , and R(t m ) are provided in Figure A1 in the Appendix, with the actual numerical values included in Table 4 . The four plots in the first columns of Figure A1 shows the average relative asymptotic CI width over 10,000 simulations (the average width of the calculated CIs relative to the true value of the quantity of interest), while the second column shows the upper 95% asymptotic CI width across all the simulations. These two summaries provide typical and worst case scenario summaries for the uncertainty measured based on the asymptotic results. Note that the average asymptotic CI width for the four reliability summaries on T 50 , MT T F, T 10 , and R(t m ) generally match with the empirical CI width summary in Figure 5 , except that the average asymptotic CI width for MT T F was a bit larger than the empirical CI width. This can be manifested in some cases that we have Table  . The relative width of the empirical % confidence intervals summarized across , simulations (relative to the size of the quantity) for the seven reliability quantities and the real cost for all combinations of the six inspection plans and five cost ratios under cost structure . Best values (with ties) are shown in bold and second choices are shown in italics for each combination. evaluated using other reliability curves and/or cost structures (shown in the SM) and it results from having a few exceptional cases where the numerical search for the MLEs fail to converge to sensible estimates, which led to large estimates of MT T F and its associated asymptotic confidence intervals. We used 10 times the true values as the threshold to exclude the 4 extreme cases (out of 10,000 simulations) for this case. With this wide acceptable range, the average asymptotic CI width is still inflated by a few extreme estimates less than 10 times the true values. For some other cases shown in the SM, the upper 95% asymptotic CI width can be more robust to the extreme MLEs from the numerical optimization. Comparing Figures 5 and A1 , we find the 95% empirical CI width and the average 95% asymptotic CI width are quite comparable for the T 50 and R(3000) summaries. However, the asymptotic CI summaries are wider for MT T F compared to the empirical CI width. This is caused by a poor approximation of the sampling distribution of MT T F based on a normal distribution from the asymptotic inference. However, the asymptotic CI width for the 10 th and 1 st percentiles of lifetime (Table 4) are substantially smaller than the empirical CI width obtained from the simulations (Table 3 ). The smaller percentiles have a more dramatic difference between the asymptotic and simulation results (the 95% empirical CI width is about 10 times wider than the average asymptotic CI width). This indicates the asymptotic approximation does not work well for (extremely) small percentile lifetime summaries, and using the asymptotic results for early failure times tend to substantially underestimate the true associated uncertainty.
The graphical summaries shown in Figures 3-5 as well as Figure A1 in the Appendix allow the pattern of change across different cost structures to be visualized and provide a simple method for approximately interpolating to other intermediate cost structures. Generally, inspecting less often with more units results in the best possible performance with more precise estimates of reliability summaries. The difference becomes larger as the test setup cost becomes more expensive than inspecting individual units. When the cost ratio is smaller than 25, the uncertainty of reliability estimates is quite robust to change in cost ratio, which is evidenced by the relatively flat curves in Figures 4 and  5 . Also, the probability-based and time-based strategies are very similar (almost overlapping lines) for cases with moderate cost ratios (CR 1 < 25). Only P1 and T1 show some differences in the reliability summaries for larger cost ratios (CR 1 > 25). The difference in the real cost differs more between inspection plans, but the largest relative RMSE is still moderate as no more than 12% of the total cost for all cases. For large cost ratios, the RMSE of the cost is within 5% of the total cost. We now summarize the patterns seen for the other Weibull curves (Curves 2, 3, and 4). Details in the corresponding figures and tables are given in the online supplementary information (SI) A.2, A.3, and A.4, respectively. For Curve 2 with a Weibull(8000, 1) distribution and a constant failure rate, the patterns shown in SM A.2 looks very similar to Curve 1, except the relative RMSE for T 50 and MT T F increase slightly. As Curve 2 is even closer to a straight line compared to Curve 1 (see Figure 1a) , there are even smaller differences between probability-based and the time-based reliability, which make the two strategy types have almost identical testing intervals, and hence very similar performance for reliability summaries. Note that the difference for real cost between the probability-and time-based strategies is smaller compared to Curve 1 results. Inspection frequency is still the main driving factor for differences in estimation precision. Small cost ratios tend to have little impact on the reliability estimates. But as the test setup becomes dramatically more expensive than the individual examination, fewer test units can be evaluated, which results in less precise estimation of reliability summaries. In contrast, the real cost becomes more consistent when the fixed test setup cost increases with higher cost ratio.
For Curve 3 based on a Weibull(8000, 0.7) distribution and a decreasing failure rate, a few more units can be tested with the slightly lower reliability at the end of the test interval (hence more failures and fewer ETIs during the course of the test). Results are shown in the SI A.3. Compared with previous cases especially Curve 2, the reliability decreases faster early and has a bit less linear shape over time, hence there are slightly increased differences between the probability-based and time-based strategies. The probability-based strategies achieve a bit more precision for estimating the model parameter β, as well as 
MT T F.
The improvement is substantial for estimating MT T F when the cost ratio is larger than 25. The probability-based strategies also have more consistency in the realized cost. Although the time-based strategies seem to estimate R(3000) slightly better for all cost ratios, the differences are very small.
As the reliability curve gets further away from a straight line as shown in Curve 4 with a Weibull(4000, 0.3) distribution and a quickly decreasing hazard function, higher failure rates are expected throughout the test period and hence considerably more units are allowed to be tested given the fixed total budget, as shown in Figure 6 (with numerical values available in Table A .4.1 in the SI). However, due to the quickly reducing reliability during early inspection time, the probability-based strategies have very frequent inspections during the first 200 hr and very few inspections after 500 hr (as shown in Figure A2 in the Appendix). As a result, the interval data have fewer failures in the early short inspection time intervals but more failures during the later long inspection intervals, which may result in less precise estimation of reliability shape parameter β. Figure 7 shows the relative RMSE for the seven reliability summaries and the real cost for this scenario. A few observations can be made. First, inspection frequency still dominates the performance for estimating the scale parameter α, T 50 , and R(3000). However, with the same inspection frequency, the time-based strategies consistently have smaller RMSE than the corresponding probability-based strategies. The difference becomes more substantial as we inspect more often, as more precision is lost with the smaller numbers of failures during early inspections. On the other hand, having more inspections during the early times when the reliability changes very quickly tend to give a more precise estimation of the shape parameter β, the MT T F as well as the early percentiles T 10 and T 1 , which even dominates the impact from the inspection frequency for cases without extremely large cost ratios. This is evidenced by the probability-based strategies with different inspection frequencies all have consistently smaller RMSE than the time-based strategies for CR 1 < 50. The patterns are less pronounced for the MT T F plot as the RMSE for plan T1 was substantially inflated due to a few extreme estimates obtained in the simulations. Also the probability-based strategies have consistently smaller RMSE for real cost due to the small uncertainty associated with the failures during the early inspection time intervals. Numerical summaries are available in Table A .4.2 in the SI. Figure 8 shows the relative width of the 95% empirical CIs for Curve 4. Similar patterns can be observed for the precision of all reliability summaries and the real cost. The asymptotic results are available in Section A.4 in the SI, which shows the same general performance across the different inspection paradigms.
In summary, under cost structure I when the test setup and the individual inspections dominate the estimated total cost in Eq. [1], the plans that inspect more units less often tend to offer more precise estimates of reliability quantities. The probability-based and timebased strategies have very similar performance when Figure  . The RMSE (relative to the true value) for the seven reliability summaries and the real cost for the six inspection plans with five cost ratios under cost structure I for Curve  with Weibull(4000, 0.3) distribution.
the true reliability curve does not differ much from a linear function of time. In this case, the time-based strategy is likely the best choice due to its simplicity of implementation. However, as the reliability curve becomes farther away from a straight line with a sharp decrease in early lifetime, the time-based strategy is still best for estimating the scale parameter α, median lifetime T 50 , and the reliability at the end of inspection period R(t m ) with generally smaller relative RMSE and width of the empirical and asymptotic CIs for all possible cost ratios. However, the probability-based strategies generally provide better estimates of the shape parameter β, the mean lifetime MT T F, and the early percentiles of lifetime such as T 10 and T 1 . This effect is even more important than the inspection frequency when CR 1 < 50. As to the variability in the real cost, the time-based plans which inspect more units less often also tend to have smaller relative RMSE for most of the cost ratios. Therefore, using a time-based strategy with a larger number of test units and fewer testing points could be an easily implemented robust choice for most of the scenarios except for a population with very high infant failure rate when there is a focus on the shape parameter β or the average lifetime, MT T F, or any early percentile of lifetime such as T 10 or T 1 .
Comparisons under cost structure II
Cost structure II considers a scenario when the test setup C ts is considered negligible and the initial set up cost per unit C unit and the individual inspection at each time point, C insp , are the major components contributing to the total cost. Under this cost structure, the total cost for each unit is C unit + s i × C insp , where s i represents the actual number of inspections performed for ith unit. As the set up cost per unit, C unit , becomes substantially larger than the cost of inspection at each time point, C insp , the fixed cost per unit will dominate the total cost for each test unit regardless how often the inspections are conducted throughout the test. Hence as the ratio CR 2 = C unit /C insp increases, there are fewer distinctions between the different inspection plans regardless of how often the units are tested. We explore a wide range of possible cost ratios, CR 2 ∈ {0.1, 1, 5, 10, 25}. Figure 9a shows the number of test units and the total expected inspections for the six inspection plans for Curve 1 based on the Weibull(6000, 1.4) distribution. We can see that when the set up cost per unit is relatively small compared to the individual inspections, inspecting less often allows the experimenter to test a lot more units. However, as the cost ratio increases, the difference in the number of test units possible becomes smaller until there are almost no differences between the six inspection plans. On the other hand, for small CR 2 the total number of inspections starts off very similarly for all six plans, since the cost of the individual inspections dominates the total cost. As the cost ratio increases, the total cost associated with each test unit increases, and hence fewer units can be tested which leads to less precision of reliability estimates. As the fixed cost per unit dominates the total cost on each test unit, all the plans have essentially similar numbers of test units. As a result, the plans that test the units more often have more precise estimation. Figure 10 shows the relative RMSE for each of the seven reliability summaries and the real cost for Curve 1. When the cost ratio is small to moderate (CR 2 ≤ 10), similar to cost structure I, the inspection frequency is the main factor driving changes in the precision of reliability estimates. The plans that inspect more units less often have smaller relative RMSE, and there is little difference between the probability-based and timebased strategies. As the cost ratio increases, estimation precision is lost due to being able to test fewer units. However, as the cost ratio becomes so large that all the plans have similar numbers of test units, then the plans that test more often have more precise estimation. The probability-based plans have similar performance as the time-based plans for true reliability curves that are close to linear during the time of the testing.
In addition, the plans that inspect more units less often tend to have smaller RMSE for the real cost, while the time-based strategies generally have a more consistent real cost than the probability-based strategies with the same inspection frequency. Also, for small to moderate cost ratios, the real cost is generally higher than the expected cost, but the miss from the expected cost is typically smaller as cost ratio increases, which can be explained by the larger fraction of variance relative to MSE for bigger cost ratios (see Table B .1.3 in the SI). For large cost ratios (CR 2 ≈ 25), the real cost is within 1.5% of the anticipated cost. Figure 11 shows the relative width of the 95% empirical CIs, which provides an alternate means of quantifying the variability of the quantities. Similar to cost structure I, the variance of all reliability estimates dominate the bias and take about 97-100% of the MSE for all scenarios (see Table B .1.3 in the SI). The empirical CI width also favors inspecting more units less often for small to moderate cost ratios. On the other hand, the plans that inspect less often have more variation for the real cost. The differences diminish as the cost ratio becomes large (close to 25). The probability-based and time-based strategies with the same inspection frequency have similar performance. More details for this scenario are given in the SI.
The results for Curves 2-4 are available in Sections B.2-B.4 in the SI, respectively. The overall patterns are generally consistent with Curve 1 for the relative performance of the different testing strategies, with a few exceptions. As the reliability curves become considerably different from a straight line, the probability-based plans tend to have a slight advantage with more precisely capturing the shape of the distribution (β) compared to the time-based plans. Another difference between the different Weibull distributions is that the probability-based and time-based strategies show more differences for Curve 4 from the other three curves. The time-based strategies can provide slightly more precise estimates for the scale parameter α, median lifetime T 50 , and the R(3000) given a particular inspection frequency, while the probability-based strategies tend to provide better estimates of the shape parameter β, MT T F, T 10 , and T 1 regardless of the inspection frequency. This effect becomes even more Figure  . The relative root of mean squared error (RMSE relative to the true value) for the seven reliability summaries and the real cost for the six inspection plans with five cost ratios under cost structure II for Curve  with a Weibull(6000, 1.4) distribution.
important than the inspection frequency for all cost ratios and becomes more prominent for larger cost ratios.
In summary, under cost structure II when the cost per unit and the individual inspections dominate the anticipated total cost in Eq. [1], the plans that inspect more units less often generally offer more precise estimates of the reliability quantities described in this article. The probability-based and time-based strategies have similar performance when the true reliability curve does not differ much from a linear function of time. The time-based strategies are again likely to be preferred for their simplicity of implementation. Note that as the cost ratio increases, fewer units can be tested as the cost per unit takes a larger fraction of the total cost, and hence more precision is lost for all of the reliability estimates across all inspection plans. However, with the diminishing difference in the number of test units across different plans with the dominant cost per unit, the difference in the estimated reliabilities from different inspection plans also becomes very small. The overall difference between the two strategies for inspection for a fixed number of inspection points is generally not large, and if multiple quantities are of interest, there is generally not a severe trade-off between alternatives. Recall, that the probability-based strategies are dependent on an educated guess about the shape of the true underlying lifetime curve. Therefore, using a time-based strategy with more test units Figure  . The relative width of the % empirical confidence intervals relative to the true value for the seven reliability summaries and the real cost for the six inspection plans with five cost ratios under cost structure II for Curve  with a Weibull(6000, 1.4) distribution.
and less frequent inspections could be a convenient and robust choice for most scenarios except for distributions with high infant mortality rates and when the experimenter is primarily interested in good estimation of the shape parameter β, or the average lifetime, MT T F, or the early failure times such as T 10 or T 1 .
Discussion and conclusions
This article considers the selection of inspection plans for interval censored data to achieve good reliability estimates subject to a constraint on the total cost. A new general cost structure was proposed to guide the precise quantification of total cost in inspection test planning. The article outlines a variety of different reliability metrics to use as potential criteria for optimization, presents a flexible method for evaluating different alternatives, as well as provides case study results for a variety of different common scenarios. Under this framework, a practitioner should be able to adapt the approach to their particular scenario and find tailored results. The characteristics of interest that were considered were the Weibull scale and shape parameters, median lifetime, mean time to failure, the 10th and the 1st percentiles of lifetime, and estimated reliability at the conclusion of the test. Several main factors that drive change in the estimated reliability for multiple summaries of interest have been evaluated. These include the number of test units, the inspection frequency, and the choice of inspection time points based on achieving evenly spaced probabilities or times. Considering the potentially different impacts from the relative cost of different contributions to the total cost for different applications, we explored two representative case studies considering fixed total budgets with very different cost structures. The main contributors to cost structure I are the cost for test setup at each inspection time point and the cost for individual inspections. Alternately, the main contributors to cost structure II are the cost for the initial setup for each test unit in addition to each individual inspections. A wide variety of cost ratios between the two primary cost components are evaluated for each case study to understand the potentially different impacts on reliability estimates. In addition, the roles of the underlying reliability mechanism, captured by different shapes of reliability curves, are studied by exploring four different Weibull reliability curves with different hazard rates. Also, the assessment of the reliability estimates are conducted based on simulation studies in addition to the asymptotic approximation that was commonly employed in existing work.
Across the diverse combinations of different impact factors, the patterns have many similarities. For both cost structures, when the reliability curves are not too different from a straight line, the dominant factor driving changes in the MSE of the reliability estimates and the real cost for the test is the inspection frequency. Table 5 shows the general results across a variety of scenarios considered, and highlights the top inspection plans across the different metrics and cost ratios under each of the cost structures. In general, testing more units less often given a fixed total budget results in more precisely estimated reliability on the multiple characteristics considered. Increasing the cost for each individual unit relative to the other contributors to cost under either cost structure is associated with less precise reliability estimates, but more consistency in the real cost of implementation relative to the expected cost. A pattern for the cost structure I, which resembles some typical stockpile reliability surveillance plans, has the following characteristics: The difference between plans with different inspection frequencies increases as the test setup at multiple inspection times becomes to dominate the total cost. For cost structure II, which is similar to testing electronic parts, there is a diminishing difference between plans as initial setup cost per unit becomes dominating the total cost. Across both cost structures considered, there is not much difference between probability-based and time-based plans for reliability curves that are close to straight line. But for cases with high infant mortality rates, probability-based strategies tend to give more precise estimates of the shape of the distribution, the mean lifetime, and the early failure times (corresponding to small percentiles of lifetime). Since the probability-based strategies rely on having a good prior assessment of the reliability distribution, but generally do not demonstrate substantial improvement in the precision or accuracy of the reliability estimates (except in cases with high infant mortality rates), the time-based strategies are preferred due to their ease of implementation and good performance for multiple aspects. The time-based plans show good robustness across various model specifications. Therefore, in general, when optimizing over a fixed total budget, we recommend time-based test plans that inspect more units less frequently. The probability-based strategies are only recommended for cases with strong evidence from historical data that the underlying reliability has a high infant mortality rate. In addition, the asymptotic approximation is generally not recommended for quantifying uncertainty for early failure times and small failure proportions as it tends to substantially underestimate the true uncertainty. In this case, the simulation approach illustrated in this article provides more accurate quantification for uncertainty. Figure A. The six inspection plans with different inspection frequencies (, , and  times from left to right columns) using the probabilitybased (first row) or time-based (second row) plans for Curve .
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